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ASGE’s assessment of competency in endoscopy evaluation tools
for colonoscopy and EGD
INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, an increasing emphasis has been
placed on quality metrics and competency assessment
in health care. The Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) recently announced plans
to replace their long-standing reporting system in 2014
with the Next Accreditation System (NAS). The NAS is
a new continuous assessment reporting system focused
on (1) ensuring that milestones are reached at various
points in training, (2) ensuring that competence is
achieved by all trainees, and (3) making certain that these
assessments are documented by their programs. For
gastroenterology, this includes assessing and documenting
competence in basic endoscopic procedures in a contin-
uous fashion. To accomplish this task, validated assess-
ment tools are necessary. In response to these needs,
the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
(ASGE) released 2 new evaluation tools for assessment of
competency in endoscopy (ACE) for the core proce-
dures of colonoscopy and EGD (Addenda 1 and 2). These
tools are based on previously validated independent
research with further refinement by the ASGE Training
Committee and designed to help programs meet these
new requirements.
BACKGROUND

A number of assessment tools for colonoscopy have
been developed in past years: the Direct Observation of
Procedural Skills used by the Joint Advisory Group for
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy in the United Kingdom as
well as the Global Assessment of Gastrointestinal Endo-
scopic Skills used by the Society of American Gastrointes-
tinal and Endoscopic Surgeons.1,2 These 2 tools focus
primarily on a limited number of motor skills involved in
colonoscopy, with little, if any, procedure-related cognitive
skill assessment. Although these tools are being used in
some arenas for skill assessment, they were primarily
developed for research purposes to examine endpoints
of educational interventions rather than as a prospective
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comprehensive competency assessment tool. As such,
they have rather arbitrary, unvalidated benchmarks to
define competency thresholds.

In contrast, the Mayo Colonoscopy Skills Assessment
Tool (MCSAT) is specifically designed for bedside clinical
competency assessment and is to be used in a continuous
fashion throughout fellowship training. It is the only tool
that assesses both cognitive and motor skills in a balanced
manner.3 Based on the results of research using MCSAT
assessments, 2 things became clear to the endoscopy com-
munity. First, as many trainers had suspected, the previous
guidelines of performing 140 colonoscopies alone was
simply not adequate to achieve competence in colonos-
copy.4 More importantly, for the first time, the emphasis
was shifted away from the number of procedures per-
formed to performance metrics with defined and validated
competency thresholds of performance. As a result, the
ASGE’s Colonoscopy Core Curriculum and Principles
of Training in Endoscopy guidelines have been rewritten
to incorporate these new benchmarks and to empha-
size the need for performance-based assessment for
competency.5,6
NEW ACE FORMS

Despite its broad assessment ability, the MCSAT has lim-
itations. It does not assess some of the important quality
metrics such as adenoma detection rate or polyp detec-
tion rate. Additionally, some questions were found to be
too broad, requiring modification or splitting to make the
individual tasks being assessed more specific (eg, safe colon-
oscope advancement being broken down further into
tip control, lumen identification, and colonoscope steering
technique). Working with the successful format of the
MCSAT as a foundation, the ASGE Training Committee
has refined this tool to rectify these deficiencies and
created a novel assessment tool for EGDs. The develop-
ment of the ACE forms follows a similar format for
uniformity.

The use of these new ACE evaluation tools is intended
to facilitate the ability of training programs to meet the
new ACGME reporting requirements and, more impor-
tantly, to help program directors identify specific skill
deficiencies early in training, thus allowing for the devel-
opment of tailored, individualized remediation. To meet
these endpoints, it must be stressed that assessment
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using these tools must be done in a continuous fashion
to allow monitoring of learning curve progression versus
premature plateauing of skills. This is not to suggest that
every procedure need be assessed, but rather periodic
spot-checking at specific steps of training can be used
to achieve these goals. It would be the ASGE’s recom-
mendation that, at a minimum, assessment with each
of these tools be performed on a periodic basis so
that approximately 10% of the total procedures being
performed by a trainee have an evaluation form
completed.
ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE

The assessment tool can be used in multiple ways de-
pending on how each training program has their endos-
copy rotations structured. For example, at the beginning
of each teaching shift, the supervising endoscopist could
randomly select a case (ie, third procedure) and complete
the assessment tool following that procedure, regardless
of how well or poorly the trainee performed. Alternatively,
one could opt to assess all procedures performed on a
specific day each week (ie, Friday is assessment day).
Another alternative is to only have forms completed at spe-
cific training steps such as grading 5 consecutive cases for
every 50 procedures that the trainee performs. Under-
standably, the more forms completed, the more precise
the performance profile of a specific trainee will be and
the easier it will be for training directors to quickly identify
those who are meeting or surpassing the expected mile-
stones versus those who are in need of remediation.
Despite these time-saving options, it should be noted
that the ACE tools are designed in such a way that pro-
grams that wish to (for research purposes or more rigorous
assessment) can also realistically use the assessment tool
with every procedure throughout training, as reported by
the Mayo Clinic (Rochester, Minn).3,6 This may seem
onerous; however, once familiar with the forms, staff typi-
cally require less than 1 minute to complete the assessment
tool form.7 Training directors should tailor the methods
used for form completion to fit their program structure
and needs.
DATA COLLECTION

To ensure the data collected are reproducible from
1 evaluator to the next, the assessment tools have outlined
examples (anchors) of the specific skill or behavior that
exemplifies what is expected to achieve each score. In
addition, it is important that the forms be completed
by staff not only well experienced in performing the spe-
cific procedure, but in teaching and assessing trainee skills
as well. Although the tools are relatively self-explanatory,
the supervising staff should become familiar with
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the tools’ specific assessment parameters and score
explanations so that these behaviors and skills can be
consciously assessed during the observed procedures.
Finally, the tools ideally should be completed immediately
after the observed procedure or as soon as reasonably
possible depending on the workflow in the endoscopy
environment. For this reason, the colonoscopy assessment
tool limits its findings to trainees’ polyp detection rates
rather than adenoma detection rates, as pathologic find-
ings would not be immediately available to the supervisor.
Additionally, recent data, although retrospective, suggest
that polyp detection rates may be a reliable surrogate for
adenoma detection rates.8,9

The milestones currently under development by the
ACGME will need to have some defining minimal compe-
tency threshold or endpoint that needs to be achieved.
The only competency threshold data currently available
are based on the MCSAT data, on which these new ASGE
tools are based. The thresholds defined by the MCSAT
suggest that achieving average scores of 3.5 or higher for
each specific core skill correlates with having achieved
the minimal competence criteria. Additionally, minimum
competency thresholds entail reaching the cecum indepen-
dently in at least 85% of completed procedures in a time of
no longer than 16 minutes.3 Although the ASGE forms have
some modifications of the original tool, the initial expecta-
tions are that the thresholds would remain similar; howev-
er, revalidation of the new tool is needed to determine
whether this is indeed the case. Ideally, this revalidation
data would be carried out on a broad scale to ensure gener-
alizability of the expected milestone learning curves and
minimal competency thresholds.

With widespread adoption of this tool, the opportu-
nity exists for central collection of performance evalua-
tion results. A centralized national database would
allow program directors to generate detailed reports
on how individual trainees are progressing compared
with their peers within their own program and across
the nation. This would also allow for more reliable
and generalizable standardized learning curves (mile-
stones) and competency benchmarks. Ideally, if cost
and other barriers to adoption of such a database can
be overcome, the process could be automated to
generate on-demand reports to satisfy the ACGME re-
porting system/NAS, thus saving program directors enor-
mous time and effort.
CONCLUSION

These newly developed ACE assessment tools are part
of the AGSE’s efforts to improve our profession’s quality
metrics and competency assessment in endoscopy by
satisfying ACGME requirements, but, more importantly,
by creating useful and meaningful competency assessment
metrics for GI training programs.
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